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appreciate this play is difficult to understand; for
there Is no more genuine comedy in all dramatic
literature: it is full of life and exuberant humour.
Possibly the real fault of the play was its originality ;
it was different from other comedies: contemporaries
even debated whether it was a comedy at all. The
Austrlans of Metternich's day felt, perhaps, that it was
a little too grimly serious that an irrepressible scullion
of the Bishop of Chalons should carry out his mission
of rescuing the Bishop's nephew not by deceit, but
by always telling the truth, while the hcavy-wltted
custodian of the prisoner naturally assumes that he Is
lying; possibly they even detected an undercurrent
of satire against themselves in the play. However
that may be. Weft demy der liigt failed, and for the
moody poet it was the last straw : he gave up the
struggle and wrote no more for the theatre, or, at
least, made no further attempt to produce a play.
In this brief survey of Gtillparaer's work I have
been unable to speak of several of his works which
are well deserving of closer study: the fine, if too
inexorably ruthless tragedy of the Kantian imperative
of duty, Em treuer Diener seines Herrn (A Faithful
Servant of Ms Master, 1828), the historical tragedy of
Ein Bruderygvist in Habsburg (A Brothers* Fetid in
Habsburg), with its magnificent portrait—the finest
that Grillparser ever drew-—of Matthias, brother of
Rudolf II: Die jMdin von Toledo (The Jewess of Toledo\
a masterly adaptation of a drama by Lope de Vega,
which shows the affinity of Grillpatzcr's genius to that
of the great Spaniard whom he appreciated and loved
as did no other of his contemporaries : or Libussa*
a tragedy which more than one among recent critics
has regarded as the poet's masterpiece. But Libussa
belongs to the period of the poet's divorce from the
theatre, and, In spite of its manifold beauties, it has
lost thereby more than it has gained. Grillparsier was
too good a dramatist to do great work without
thought of the stage.

